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PUNE, INDIA, July 27, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Pune, India, 27th July 2017: WiseGuyReports
announced addition of new report, titled “Best Practices in Retail: Smart Fitting Rooms - Fit for the
Future”.

Summary
"Best Practices in Retail: Smart Fitting Rooms", report discusses how different retailers can benefit
from using smart fitting rooms, with advice provided for IT vendors. Smart fitting rooms revelutionize
the way customers shop by adding useful technology solutions to facilitate customers' buying
decisions and their purchasing experience. The report also analyzes and compares several best
practice approaches from different retailers.

GET SAMPLE REPORT @ https://www.wiseguyreports.com/sample-request/1613856-best-practices-
in-retail-smart-fitting-rooms-fit-for-the-future  	

Retailers are trying to eliminate shoppers' discomfort and look at ways to enhance their experience as
part of omnichannel strategies that transform retailers' business models and provide them
opportunities to drive sales along with more efficient and cost-effective store operations. The adoption
of smart fitting rooms is a key component of their strategy. Smart fitting rooms are simplifying
customers' buying decision making process in stores and online, and create new experiences.

Scope
- The adoption of smart fitting rooms is a key component of the retailers' strategies to enhance
customer experience as part of omnichannel initiatives and provide opportunities to drive sales 
- Smart fitting solutions are often tied to augmented and virtual reality technology, body scanning and
even artificial intelligence, while simple solutions only feature kiosks with touchscreens 
- Physical stores still have an advantage over online platforms in the fashion segment because in-
store smart fitting rooms can provide a 3D view from different angles, however smart fitting solutions
for eTailers are also evolving and can partially bring this experience to customers' homes

Reasons to buy
- Get a detailed understanding of the usage and importance of smart fitting rooms in retail. This report
can help you pitch solutions to retailers that include smart fitting room technologies and to gain insight
into retailers' priorities and challenges.
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For accessing accurate and deep understanding and to gain latest insights and key developments in
the area of your interest, we also have a list of conferences in which you will be interested in, for more
information, cordially check:
https://www.wiseguyreports.com/conferences

For updating knowledge or for thoroughly understanding various terminologies, we also have vast list
of seminars for your reference, for more information cordially check:
https://www.wiseguyreports.com/seminars
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